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Uber fleet app

After the first time I used Uber instead of calling or calling a taxi, I knew that this simple app and those friendly drivers who wanted to earn some extra money would disrupt an industry that had not changed for decades. The taxi industry is ubered forever. While taxi companies can fight legal action and bureaucracy, this is a hopeless reason if they don't decide Uber themselves and basically change the way
taxi drivers book, pay for and communicate with them. The blockbuster was disrupted by Netflix and Redbox. Starbucks disrupted the entire coffee industry. Apple disturbed by mobile phone, music and ... Well, you understand. Today, if you don't interfere with your industry, there's a risk of being disturbed. The status quo just doesn't cut it when new ideas and innovative thinking are all around us. Sounds
scary? Overwhelming? Too creative for your left brain, analytical, operative, alt-lined mind? Don't be afraid. You don't have to be born with innate creative abilities to interfere. In fact, there are no interruptions just with creativity and innovative thinking. Interruptions only happen when good ideas can be brought to life. It turns out that innovation can actually be taught. In their new book, The Innovator
Method, Jeff Dyer and Nathan Furr outline the process innovators go through and the skills needed by companies to disrupt their industry. It starts with an overview, or more accurately, the Ability to combine seemingly unrelated ideas and put them together in new ways. In the case of Uber, there was an understanding that you could get mobile device proximity or geolocation services more efficiently.
Theodore Levitt once said: People don't want to buy a quarter of an inch cage, they want to make a quarter-inch hole. For Uber, people didn't want a cab experience, they needed a quick and economical way to get around... without a car or waiting for public transport. Having knowledge, however, is not enough. You need to clearly define the problem: What work needs to be done? Before Uber, they tried to
improve the taxi experience. Apps such as Taxi Magic tried to reduce bullying by knowing which taxi company would call and order a taxi. But it was wrong to prolem to solve if you want to disrupt the taxi industry. Apps like Taxi Magic were good, but they only slightly improved the existing process. Uber framed the problem better---How do we reduce or eliminate waiting times and significantly reduce the
cost of transportation? With the right framing problem, you can look for solutions and others who have solved similar problems outside of your particular industry. This leads to the creation of the right business models and the scale of the disruptive business. The thing about Jeff Dyer and Nathan Furr is that this metologoy and related ah ha moment is not reserved for right-brain thinkers and creative types.
You can learn how to and connections through questioning, observing and networking of breakthrough ideas. Jeff Dyer recently gave a talk to the Harvard Business Review Blog Network and gave specific corporate examples. While I'm not a big fan of slidework webinar presentations, the examples used were insightful and supported by the premise and methodology described in his book. My favorite
quote from Jeff Dyer at the time this webcast was, The Novel and useful ideas are not valuable until they are successfully implemented by your company. That's the thing. Interruption does not mean having the best idea or even thinking differently about the problem. It's about successfully implementing ideas inside your company that lead to new, scalable business models. Having a great idea is only one
part of the equation. It's an act to offer a good idea that is truly disturbing. So do not just innovate ... achieve their vision and create a successful business model to ensure long-term viability. Taxi companies are really screwed when it goes through. When it comes to ride apps, Uber is the king of the castle. The app is not without controversy, as cabbies around the world have rebelled against the idea of
private individuals turning their vehicles into unlicensed taxis. Despite the controversy, Uber has a ton of money and a current estimate of about $50 billion. Ford seems to want a piece of that pie and can roll out its ridesharing technology. That bomb fell on Ken Washington, Ford's vice president of research, in an interview with Automotive News (AN). Washington spoke to AN during a media event to
promote a new program that will allow employees on Ford's Dearborn, Michigan, campus to get rides from one building to another using their smartphones. Currently, the only cars participating in the program are specially built Ford Transit vans. However, the automaker is eyeing a broader roll out sometime in the future. Our vision is to be a mobility service provider, in addition to building a vehicle that
would be in someone else's fleet. We see this business we want to be in, Washington told Automotive News. Competing with the likes of Uber and Lyft is difficult, but Ford (and all the other automakers) have the advantage of the company producing cars. Washington says it gives them an advantage if they can design cars with built-in software to connect riders and drivers. We believe Ford would be smart
to venture into the world of ridesharing apps. The risk is minimal that the automaker would only develop new software, not vehicles. If everything works out it could raise extra money for drivers using their new focus and escapes shuttle people around the city. If it fails, then all they have to do is stop supporting the software and eat the financial damage associated with rolling it out. Here's hoping that if the
software ever survives, it will be featured in the new Ford GT. Because why Not the hell? Ford Take a bus, take a train, take a taxi – just don't take an Uber. It even threatened a reporter who dared to criticize the company. Uber just doesn't deserve your business. Uber has had a lot of bad press lately, and it's time for consumers to step in. If you think the company's actions stink, you can do more than just
refuse to use the service. Step into the additional step and delete the Uber app from your smartphone. If there are enough people to remove the app, the company can actually do something and do something to clean up what you've done. Here are the details of their reasons for deleting Uber.Price Gouging. As demand for the service grows, Uber will raise its prices on the assumption that it will encourage
more drivers to take to the streets and thus lift supply and demand. This may be acceptable if the price increase was modest, but during a blizzard in New York last winter, riders were hit with fares of hundreds of dollars for relatively short rides. Uber users in other cities are currently reporting similar episodes. Bullying tactics: The competition is good, but Uber went over the line in its campaign to beat Lyft,
its main rival. Uber aggressively attacked Lyft drivers, sabotaged its fundraising efforts and then requested and canceled more than 5,000 rides to disrupt Lyft's service. Over-the-top threats: Uber exec Emil Michael, thinking he was an unofficial, blithely mentioned plans to spend about a million dollars on a team of opposition scientists to dig up dirt on journalists who write something negative about the
company. He also said it would be a good idea to check the private life of a female columnist. Privacy violation: Uber exes followed another female journalist who was critical of the company using the so-called God view, which allows the company to see the history of customer rides and destinations. It is unclear how many riders were tracked using God's view. After this incident was exposed, Uber
released a version of its privacy policy that prohibits all employees from accessing driver or driver data at all levels.; This is a nice but more detailed version of the privacy policy clearly stated that even after the account closes the company will keep your personal information. (Tip my Giant's cap to Gigaom's Jeff John Roberts, who spotted it first.) Safety: All ride services, including Uber, Lyft and Sidecar,
have an Achilles heel: the skills and history of these freelance drivers. Theoretically, drivers are checked out; In practice, these checks aren't always enough, according to the District Attorney's Office in Los Angeles and San Francisco. There's also some uncertainty about the amount and type of insurance drivers carry when it's in force and if it's not. None of this makes me want to ride these people. Taxi
services in many including here in San Francisco, is not very effective, and that's a big reason why ride-sharing services thrive. Uber, however, is an arrogant and greedy company that does not deserve its success. If you agree, it's time to delete the Uber app. Copyright © 2014 IDG Communications, Inc. Inc.
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